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April 07th 2010:What would you do if you knew that you
could not fail?
What is holding you back from reaching your full potential?
Can it be that our emotions actually block or free up our ability
to heal? “Absolutely!” says Dr. Pat Baccili my guest this week.
It is time to put on your boxing gloves and serve a knockout
punch to all those negative emotions that are holding you back
from living your life to its full potential—both physically and
emotionally. If you want to find out how to eliminate all of the
yeah-buts, should-ofs, could-ofs and would-ofs you have
surrounded yourself with, then this is an episode you don’t
want to miss. Dr. Pat will explain how
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Featured Guest
Dr. Pat Baccili
Dr. Pat Baccili is a leader in the field of human potential and the creator of the
remarkable “Epic World,” “Transformation Network,” and the soon to be launched,
“TransformationRadio.fm.” Dr. Pat is an international award winning talk radio host, TV
commentator, keynote speaker, certified career and belief coach, dynamic seminar
leader, award winning author/researcher on fostering respect and trust in the
workplace, inspirational speaker, and CEO of a successful motivational company. As a
top host of the internationally acclaimed, The Dr. Pat Show – Talk Radio to Thrive By, #1
Positive Talk in Seattle nine years running – the show reaches millions of people each
year and is broadcast on ov
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